
Welcome to 
Super Hero  
High School!

*Must appear in connection with DC SUPER HERO GIRLS™ 

DC Super Hero Girls is an exciting Super Hero 
universe and animated series about what happens  
when teenage Super Heroes become classmates 
at Super Hero High School. They all come from 
different places, so they have to get to know 
each other, just like you do when you have new 
classmates at the start of a new school year. 

Imagine that you are a new student at Super 
Hero High School. What can you do to introduce 
yourself or make a new student feel more 
welcomed at school?  

Get to know the classmate you are paired with by 
asking him or her the questions below. Try to learn 
what makes them unique. Check off their answers, 
or use the blank space for writing a different answer. 

ACTIVITY 1 
REPRODUCIBLE MASTER

MY PARTNER’S NAME: 

Which super power words 
best describe your partner?

Which super powers does 
your partner like best?

What is your partner’s  
super power gear?

What is your partner’s super 
power school subject?

Math wizard  Invisibility  Soccer ball  English Language Arts

 Awesome artist  Shape-shifting  Pens and pencils  Science

 Fancy dancer  X-ray vision  Funny socks Music

Meet a Hero!

What would your partner’s superhero name be? 

When does your partner feel like a superhero? 

Now check out the poster to learn about the different characters on DC Super Hero Girls. Read about each 
character’s special powers and personality. Decide which character you think your partner should choose as a 
role model or best friend. 

My partner’s DC Super Hero Girls role model or best friend: 

Now introduce your superhero partner to the class. Start like this:

 “This is my partner,  , also known as .”
 Name  Superhero name

Who is your favorite DC Super Hero Girls character and why? 

  

  

Watch DC Super Hero Girls online at dcsuperherogirls.com 
or get the DC Super Hero Girls app at your app store.
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SupergirlTM
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Wonder  
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